
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Pulsator-Challenge 2018 

 

In July 2018 FUN FACTORY started the Pulsator Challenge and invited the FUN-community 

to spend 30 days working intensively with the pulsators of the STRONIC series!  

Already during the development of the pulsator technology, FUN FACTORY had the slight 

premonition that the STRONIC Toys could be more than just a sex toy. A study by 

Sexological Bodyworker Mara Stadick and body therapist Vivien Schlitter proved how right 

the product designers and developers were with their assumptions. 

Together with 40 women, the love researchers started a project: A daily stimulation for 15 

minutes over a period of four weeks with pulsators from the STRONIC series. Through 

regular stimulation by the thrust movements, 95% of the test participants describe an 

increase in the sensitivity of their vagina; around 70% now get into a much easier mood and 

many of the participants even at more intense climaxes. 86% feel that sex with their partner 

is more relaxed and pleasurable.  

In order to let the whole FUN FACTORY community benefit from these convincing results, 

FUN FACTORY started the first and unique Pulsator Challenge in July 2018! Through 

newsletters, social media and on their website they call the community to become part of the 

Challenge and make their own bodies the main actors in their lives for one month. The 

promising prospects for all participants: A better and completely new body feeling, increased 

libido and even more intense orgasms!  



 

 

The starting signal for the challenge was also given by a brand new Sextoy. 

STRONIC SURF is the third Pulsator II on the market alongside STRONIC G 

and STRONIC REAL. The new superstar scores above all with its wave 

structure, which runs along both the front and back of the toy. This shape 

gives the toy a very special look and structure that stimulates and pampers 

both the vagina, the inner part of the clitoris and the often neglected perineal 

sponge (PS spot) back of the vagina. The PS spot is located on the opposite 

side of the G-spot and is traversed by many nerves. The additionally structured back of the 

STRONIC SURF allows the PS point to be stimulated in a targeted manner and thus helps to 

achieve completely new heights. 

The new all-rounder was therefore the perfect companion for the Pulsator Challenge, as it 

pampers the vagina with a 360° massage, stimulating and stimulating the entire musculature 

and nerve structure in a new way. 

Apart from the STRONIC Surf, there is much more behind the history of the STRONIC 

family. It all started a few years ago, when FUN FACTORY decided to develop a toy that 

imitates the thrusts of sex. And: a visionary idea became reality - a powerful pulsator took the 

market by storm! Meanwhile, a loyal and steadily growing fan base worldwide is enjoying our 

patented STRONIC technology.  

Strong, stronger, STRONIC – A thrusting family 

A highlight of all pulsators of the STRONIC line: the toys can be used hands-free! In 

addition, the STRONIC family scores with an attractive design - the ingenious shape 

is perfectly suited for precise stimulation of the G or P point. Waterproof, 

rechargeable and equipped with a key lock, the pulsators of the STRONIC line also 

score points with a wide range of intensities and functions.  

It all started in 2012 with the STRONIC EINS. It was the very first pulsator that FUN 

FACTORY had invented and designed. After one and a half years of development and tests, 

the power package for intense and realistic stimulation was ready for the market. There are 

three discretely lit buttons and 10 thrust modes that can be selected. From gentle to wildly 

galloping to ecstatic pumping. The shape is anatomically optimized and slightly bent at the 

toy end for an additional clitoral stimulation.  



 

 

 

 

Next in line is the STRONIC ZWEI, which was released in 2013. Since its big 

brother STRONIC EINS is known to spread vaginal happiness, this pulsator now 

spreads vaginal AND anal happiness! The curved shape of the STRONIC ZWEI 

supports the thrusting movements and a stimulation of the prostate. The elegant 

protruding element at the end of STRONIC ZWEI pampers the external anus and 

perineum depending on the pulse program, promising safe pleasure. 

 

 

Within the same year, FUN FACTORY released the third of the bunch – STRONIC 

DREI. Every single elevation boosts the intensity of the thrusting movements. With 

its slightly bent shape the STRONIC DREI stimulates the g-spot while the thicker toy 

end arouses the clitoris. With its ten finely tuned, exciting stimulation levels it brings 

you to climax, thrust for thrust, both vaginally and anally. 

 

More than two years later, the Bi STRONIC FUSION joined the pulsator family. It 

is the world´s first dual action toy to combine a pulsator and vibrator in one like all 

its siblings, this pulsator can be used hands free. With its pulsating shaft it 

simulates realistic thrusting motions in a variety of intensities, whilst the extension 

provides strong vibrations to stimulate the clitoris and labia. Thanks to its two 

separately controllable motors, Bi STRONIC FUSION boasts 64 out-of-this-world 

combinations. 

 

Since 2017, the search for the G-spot is over. The STRONIC G is the first toy of 

the PULSATOR II family and has a lighter and slightly slimmer design than its 

forerunner. With the special firm curved tip and perfect thrusting movements, the 

toy sensitizes the G-spot so that orgasms can be experienced more intensely.  

 

 



Let´s get back to realistic shapes with the in 2018 released STRONIC REAL. It 

also belongs to the PULSATOR II category and as the name already indicates, 

this toy impresses with its realistic shape. The pulsator has seven intensities and 

three shock rhythms that can be used for up to two hours without recharging.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



ABOUT FUN FACTORY: 

Fun Factory was founded in 1996 in Bremen by Dirk Bauer and Michael Pahl. The company 

specializes in aesthetic and trendy erotic toys that are “MADE IN GERMANY” and has one of become 

Europe's largest manufacturer of silicone toys. In 2003, FUN FACTORY opened its first subsidiary in 

USA. Today, the company has over 120 employees and with its products, brings happiness to 

customers all over the world. 
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